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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition No 0705/2020 by Silvano Delonghi (Italian) on European 
harmonisation of conditions and age limits for driving licences

1. Summary of petition

Based on his expertise in road transport safety, the petitioner calls on the EU to adopt measures 
to further harmonise rules on driving licences, particularly in relation to the maximum age limit 
for driving cars. There are currently significant differences between Member States with regard 
to rules on the validity of driving licences:France and Germany issue a ‘licence for life’, Spain 
requires a driving skills test every 10 years, reduced to 5 years from the age of 65, while other 
countries such as the Netherlands and the Czech Republic require more frequent medical testing 
as drivers become older. The petition draws specific attention to the case of Italian driving 
licences for the main types of heavy vehicles, which are downgraded from the age 68 to allow 
only lower category vehicles to be driven.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 12 October 2020. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
227(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 18 January 2021

The petition

The petitioner calls on the EU to adopt measures to further harmonise rules on driving licences 
concerning validity periods and age limits to drive.

The Commission’s observations
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EU law on driving licences, in particular Directive 2006/126/EC (the Directive)1, provides for 
the mutual recognition and not the complete harmonisation of Member States’ driving licencing 
systems. This means that within the provisions and limits set by the Directive it is for each 
Member State to fine-tune some of the aspects concerning the validity periods of the licences it 
issues.

The general rules on the validity of driving licences are set out in Article 7 (2) (a) and (b) of the 
Directive:

- as from 19 January 2013, driving licences for categories AM, A1, A2, A, B, B1 and BE 
have an administrative validity of 10 years2;

- as from 19 January 2013, licences issued by Member States for categories C, CE, C1, C1E, 
D, DE, D1, D1E shall have an administrative validity of 5 years.

But the Directive allows for some exceptions to those general administrative validity periods.

Firstly, in the case of change of residence to another Member State:

- before 2013 a few Member States issued category B licences without an expiry date, so in 
the case of a change of residence to another Member State the new Member State of 
residence may require the holder to exchange it after two years, as stated in Article 2 (2) of 
the Directive. This transitional situation will come to an end at the latest in 2033, as by then 
all Member States have to ensure that all driving licences issued or in circulation fulfil all 
the requirements of this Directive, including the limited validity periods set therein. 

Secondly, for road safety reasons related to age:

- for novice drivers, Member States may reduce the administrative validity of their driving 
licences for road safety reasons. This includes the possibility of introducing an initial 3 year 
validity period for the first licence issued to novice drivers for categories C and D;

- for drivers having reached the age of 50 years, Member States may reduce the validity of 
their driving licences subjecting each renewal to medical checks or other specific measures 
such as refresher courses.

Finally, Member States may limit the period of administrative validity of individual driving 
licences for any category in case it is found necessary to apply an increased frequency of 
medical checks or other specific measures such as restrictions for traffic offenders. 

Conclusion

The Directive provides for the mutual recognition and not for the complete harmonisation of 
Member States’ driving licencing systems, including validity periods of driving licences. 

1 Directive 2006/126/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 December 2006 on driving licences 
(Recast) (Text with EEA relevance), OJ L 403, 30.12.2006, p. 18–60.
2 The Directive gives nevertheless Member states the liberty to extend this validity up to 15 years.
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This means that within the provisions and limits set by the Directive and for road safety reasons, 
Member States may deviate from the general validity periods set in Article 7 (2) (a) and (b) of 
the Directive.

The Commission is currently evaluating the Directive3, including the consistency of the 
different administrative validity periods resulting from its application. The Commission will 
continue to look into this issue in the future impact assessment for the revision of the Directive 
and new measures may be proposed if this is clearly identified as a problem resulting for the 
application of the Directive.

4. Commission reply (rev I), received on 25 October 2021

The Commission would like to stress that Directive 2006/126/EC on driving licences4 provides 
for the mutual recognition and not the complete harmonisation of the Member States' driving 
licencing systems. 

The validity of driving licences is a typical example of an area where there is a substantial 
degree of flexibility given to Members when transposing the aforementioned Directive.

Article 7(2) of the Directive sets two general validity periods:

a) 10 years for categories AM, A1, A2, A, B, B1 and BE

b) 5 years for categories C, CE, C1, C1E, D, DE, D1 and D1E

Nevertheless, article 7(3) of the Directive allows Member States for reasons related to Road 
Safety (i.e. in the case of novice drivers, drivers with physical conditions that justify increased 
medical checks, traffic offenders and drivers over 50 years old) to derogate from the general 
validity rules and limit them further.

Without changing the current legislative framework, it is not possible to further harmonise those 
rules – that being said, validity periods are an issue that the Commission will look into in the 
Impact Assessment concerning the ongoing revision of the Directive.

Conclusion

The Commission took good notice of the issues raised in the petition and will consider them in 
the ongoing preparatory work for the revision of the Directive, namely in the Impact 
Assessment.

3 An open public consultation is open on the website Europa until 20 January 2021 
(https://europa.eu/!Mx66db#EUHaveYourSay)
4 Which includes the amendments introduced by the Directive (EU) 2020/612 of 4 May 2020.

https://europa.eu/!Mx66db

